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Abstract

Computer systems performance is is being improved today using two major approaches: general-purpose computers computing power increase
(creation of multicore processors, multiprocessor computer systems, supercomputers), and adaptation of the computer hardware to the executed
algorithm (class of algorithms). Last approach often provides application of the ASIC-based and FPGA-based hardware accelerators, also called
reconfigurable, and is characterized by better performance / power consumption ratio and lower cost as compared to the general-purpose computers
of equivalent performance. However, such systems have typical problems. The ASIC-based accelerators: 1) are effective for certain classes of
algorithms only and 2) algorithms and software require adaptation for effective application. The FPGA-based accelerators and reconfigurable
computer systems (that use FPGAs as a processing unit): 1) in the process of writing require a special program to perform computing tasks
balancing between the general-purpose computer and FPGAs; 2) require designing the application-specific processor soft-cores; and 3) are effective
for certain classes of problems only, for which application-specific processor soft-cores were previously developed. In this paper, we consider an
emerging type of high-performance computer systems called self-configurable FPGA-based computer systems, which are deprived of specified
challenges. We have analyzed the background of self-configurable computer systems creation, presented current results of our research, and
introduced some ongoing works. Self-configurable computer systems are being developed within the project entitled "Improvement of heterogeneous
systems efficiency using self-configurable FPGA-based computing" that is the part of the NESUS Action.

Keywords Field programmable gate arrays, high performance computing, reconfigurable computing, self-configurable computer systems.

I. Introduction

Computer systems performance increase continues to be a determi-
native factor for the progress in science and engineering branches,
and also have become a catalyst of emerging a range of new spheres
of human activity. It is hard to find a field today that does not
depend on this characteristic of the computer systems. However in
the beginning of the 21st century the pace of performance increase
of the general-purpose processors that make a base of personal
computers and multiprocessor computer systems, fast until now,
has begun getting slower. This trend is even more notable today,
when the general-purpose processors clock rate practically remains
the same within several last years. The reasons for this are the
fundamental boundaries in the energy efficiency for the CMOS tech-
nology used today in the integrated circuits industry and limitations
that a traditional method of information processing imposes on the
general-purpose processor architecture, particularly, the sequential
execution of instructions in the program, and the sequential access to
instructions and data in the memory. Trying to provide the instruc-
tion set compatibility for each next processor generation with the
previous one and to support the existing software by the processors
of different generations, the hardware and software manufacturers
do not introduce principal changes neither into the single-processor
architecture nor into the method of information processing in it.

The task of computer systems performance increase is being
solved today mostly by creating the multi-core processors, where the
number of cores in the chip ranges from a few to tens of complex

and to hundreds of simpler ones, and tends to grow. However, an
approach to increase the number of cores in the chip in the system
has principal disadvantages as well. Thus, having the parallel data
processing, it is also necessary to investigate and develop much
more energy-efficient computer systems on each technological level,
including devices, hardware architecture and software.

Therefore, today one of the most perspective directions in high-
performance computing is creation of the heterogeneous computer
systems. These systems combine one or more general-purpose
processors and hardware accelerators, including those built on the
basis of reconfigurable environments - field-programmable gate
arrays (FPGA).

The problems related to designing the heterogeneous computer
systems with the use of the hardware accelerators, primarily the
reconfigurable ones, are considered in the book [1]. In this paper,
the design issues and the development trends of the heterogeneous
computer systems - from those built on the ASIC-based hardware
accelerators to the reconfigurable and self-configurable ones - are
being discussed.

II. Improving the Computer Systems Performance
Using the ASIC-based Hardware Accelerators

The ASIC-based hardware accelerator (AHA) is a device that con-
tains a high-performance programmable processor with architecture
dedicated to the specific class of algorithms and intended to increase
the computer system performance on that class of algorithms. Typ-
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ically, AHAs are used to execute the complex algorithms applied
to big data arrays that cannot be processed by the general-purpose
processor during the acceptable period of time.

Today the most widely used AHAs are [1]: the CELL proces-
sors developed jointly by IBM, Toshiba and Sony; the accelera-
tor boards manufactured by ClearSpeed (Great Britain-USA); the
GPGPU boards produced by ATI and Nvidia; and the GRAPE boards
developed jointly by the scientists from the University of Tokyo and
the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan.

Usually, when using AHA, the time of task execution is shortened
by one/two orders of magnitude as compared to that spent for this
task by the general-purpose processor. However, there are several
problems that significantly reduce AHA effectiveness, namely:

1. AHAs are very complex devices. Their development requires
years of work of a number of engineers (four years and nearly
four hundred of engineers for the CELL processor creation).

2. AHAs have got the parallel architecture. In order to write
the parallel programs for them, first the algorithms should
be adapted to this architecture that practically means their
re-designing and afterwards the parallel programs should be
developed using special programming languages, and this re-
quires a great amount of intellectual work. Moreover, not for
all algorithms this architecture is effective.

3. An approach to combine a general-purpose computer with
AHA gives an opportunity to get high performance for execut-
ing the tasks, on which the algorithms, that AHA is dedicated
to, are based, but not an arbitrary task.

Having a goal to provide the computer systems with the oppor-
tunity to achieve high performance characteristics while executing
arbitrary tasks, the accelerators are being built on the basis of pro-
grammable logic devices. Such hardware accelerators, as well as the
computer systems with them, are called reconfigurable.

III. Reconfigurable Computer Systems

Reconfigurable computer systems (RCCSs) compete with other types
of high-performance computer systems due to the high characteris-
tics of modern field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) - a hardware
base of reconfigurable computing environment (RCE) of RCCS, and
due to advances in design technology of application-specific proces-
sors to be synthesized in RCE of RCCS.

Co-functioning of the computer system based on the general-
purpose processors with application-specific processors synthesized
in RCE, whose structure considers an executed algorithms features,
allows its productivity to be increased by 2-3 orders of magnitude.
Reconfigurability and ability to synthesize an application-specific
processor (ASP) with a new structure and functions in RCE allow
one to change the functional commitment of RCCS created thereby
with preserving its high performance at the new class of problems.

The RCCS architecture and organization on different levels are
described in [2]-[4]. By analyzing these studies one may conclude
difficulty of information processing in such systems, which is a
consequence of a need to perform the ASPs design and synthesis in
RCE before being used. The ASP design is performed by describing
its architecture in the VHDL or Verilog hardware design languages

(HDL) with the use of the register transfer level design tools, or even
by specifying its characteristics and algorithm to be executed in the
high-level programming language, as it is provided by the advanced
electronic system level design tools, for example, System-C [5] from
Celoxica, Catapult-C [6] from Calypto Design Systems, DIMETalk [7]
from Nallatech, CoDeveloper [8]. These tools enable creation of the
HDL-descriptions of computing devices on the register transfer level
from the programs written in a high-level programming language,
often a modified C language. The Chameleon Technology and tools
[9] from Intron, as well as SPARK developed at the University of Cal-
ifornia, are intended to design ASPs using the algorithm description
in the ANSI C language. The basic platform for ASPs creation here
is a configurable processor architecture, which provides creation
of its desired configuration with the use of the following configu-
ration parameters: the number of functional units, the instruction
set of each functional unit, the capacity of the program and data
memories, the number of inputs and outputs of the communication
network. These parameters together with the specification of the pro-
cessor’s interface should be submitted in addition to the algorithm
description.

IV. Information Processing Method in RCCS.
Challenges and Solutions

Information processing in RCCS can be represented as a sequential
execution of the four stages [10]. At the first stage, the user creates
the program Pin written in the high-level programming language,
divides this program into the computer subprogram PGPC and the
RCE subprogram PRCE, performs the PGPC subprogram compilation,
generates its executable file obj and stores it in the computer memory.
At the second stage, the user develops (or uses a ready-made solu-
tion) an HDL-model ASPM of ASP intended to perform the PRCE
subprogram of RCE, performs the logical synthesis of the ASP and
loads the configuration files conf =

{
con fq, q = 1...KFPGA

}
, where

KFPGA is the number of FPGAs forming RCE, and, thus, creates
an ASP in RCE. At the third stage, after the program initialization,
the operating system loads the executable file obj of the computer
subprogram to its main memory. At the fourth stage, RCCS executes
the Pin program. Computer executes its own subprogram PGPC , RCE
executes its own subprogram PRCE.

By analyzing the above-described method of information pro-
cessing in RCCS, one can conclude the problems that significantly
impede the improvement of its efficiency, namely:

• the need in the process of writing a program to perform com-
puting tasks balancing between the general-purpose computer
and the reconfigurable environment;

• the need of designing the application-specific processor soft-
cores to be implemented in RCE that requires specialists and
software packages for the IP Cores designing, testing, synthesis
and implementation;

• in RCCS, there is an unsolvable problem caused by the inability
to develop the application-specific processor HDL-models to
be implemented in RCE that will be effective for the series of
problems. This challenge imposes a fatal limitation on RCCS:
these systems are effective only for certain classes of problems,
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for which the application-specific processor HDL-models have
been developed previously.

Automation of all stages of information processing in RCCS is
a key approach to solve the above problems. The development of
the ASP’s HDL-model at the second stage requires from the user a
significant amount of time and knowledge of the system-level design
technology. However, as mentioned above, today the software tools
are available allowing automatic creation of the ASP’s HDL-models
from high-level description of the algorithm to be implemented
in. This software tools transform the algorithm described in the
high-level programming language into the HDL-model of ASP. By
linking the operations of ASP’s HDL-model generation, ASP’s logical
synthesis and RCE configuring in automatically executable sequence,
the computer system can load the configuration codes into RCE
automatically with no user intrusion.

It should be noted that the use of generation tools imposes con-
dition of availability of a high-level algorithm description to be
implemented in ASP. The user creates this description at the first
stage during dividing the input program into two subprograms,
and this also requires from the user a significant amount of time.
Automation of load balancing, besides reduction of amount of time,
will allow one to:

1. link operations of load balancing and compilation of computer
subprogram in one startup sequence, and, as a result, to obtain
a subprogram executable file without user intrusion;

2. link operations of load balancing, generation of ASP HDL-
model, ASP’s logical synthesis and RCE configuration in one
startup sequence, and, as a result, to load configuration codes
into RCE automatically without user intrusion.

Consequently, automation of steps performed at the first two
stages of information processing method in RCCS, i.e. automatic
obtaining of computer subprogram executable file and automatic
creation and loading of ASP configuration files into RCE for RCE
subprogram execution, will allow one to reduce:

• the execution time for information processing;

• the complexity of information processing since the user has
no longer to perform the systems analysis, ASPs architecture
design and ASPs logical synthesis.

However, automation of the two first stages execution does not
solve another problem mentioned above - namely, the list of prob-
lems that RCCS is effective on remains short and depends on the
functional characteristics of ASPs implemented in RCE. Their change
requires, at least, repeating the second stage’s steps of the above-
mentioned method of information processing, which should be done
by the user.

This challenge can be solved by improving the method of infor-
mation processing in RCCS in the way that loading configuration
files obtained after the logical synthesis into RCE is carried out not
by the user but by the operating system, and not at the second
stage but at the third one, in parallel with loading the computer
subprogram executable file into its main memory after the program
initialization. This implies that configuration files should be stored
in the computer memory after the logical synthesis. Thus, because

the configuration files are formed automatically in parallel with the
computer subprogram executable file and stored in its memory, the
entire sequence of actions from the beginning of the load balancing
up to obtaining the executable file and the configuration files should
be treated as a single stage of program compiling.

V. Self-Configurable Computer Systems

We suggest to call self-configurable the computer system with recon-
figurable logic, where program compilation includes automatically
performed actions of configuration creation, and which acquires
that configuration automatically during the program loading for
execution [10].

In the Self-Configurable Computer System (SCCS), 1) execution
of the computational load balancing between the general-purpose
computer and RCE and 2) creation of the ASP’s programming model
are automated, and the method of information processing is im-
proved in the way that loading the configuration files obtained after
the logical synthesis into RCE is carried out not by user but by the
operating system in parallel with loading the computer subprogram
executable file into its main memory after the program initialization
[10].

The diagram of the method of information processing in the SCCS
is shown in figure 1. This method can be represented as a sequential
execution of three stages: program compiling, loading and execution.

The user creates a program Pin written in a high level program-
ming language and submits it into SCCS. SCCS during compiling
automatically performs the following actions: divides this program
into the computer subprogram PGPC and the RCE subprogram PRCE,
performs computer subprogram PGPC compilation, generates its ex-
ecutable file obj, creates ASP’s HDL-model ASPM to perform the
RCE subprogram PRCE, performs the ASP’s logical synthesis, and
stores the obtained executable file obj and the RCE configuration
files conf =

{
con fq, q = 1...KFPGA

}
in computer memory, where

KFPGA is the number of FPGAs that form RCE.
In order to perform these actions the SCCS has to contain the

following means:

1. A computational load balancing system for load balancing be-
tween the computer and RCE. This system should automatically
select from the program Pin fragments, whose execution in RCE
reduces its execution time, and divide the program Pin into the
computer subprogram PGPC , replacing the selected fragments in
it by instructions for interaction with RCE, and the RCE subpro-
gram PRCE, formed from the selected fragments. An example
of such system is described in [11]. This system creates the
RCE subprogram in the x86 assembly language, thus it must
be supported by the means for the assembly language code
translation into the high-level language to be used in SCCS. The
tool of this type is available on the market, for example Relogix
Assembler-to-C Translator [12] from MicroAPL.

2. A generating system for the ASP HDL-model creation, which
should automatically generate a model ASPM from the RCE
subprogram PRCE, like Chameleon system from Intron, Agility
Compiler and DK4 Design Suite from Celoxica, CoDeveloper
from Impulse.
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Figure 1: The diagram of the method of information processing in the SCCS.

3. The tools that are used in RCCS for performing the computer
subprogram compilation and creation of its executable file, and
for the logical synthesis of the ASPs.

At the stage of the program loading after its initialization, SCCS
loads the executable file obj of the computer subprogram into its
main memory using the standard loader and, at the same time, loads
the configuration files conf =

{
con fq, q = 1...KFPGA

}
into RCE and,

thus, creates an ASP in it. Then, the stage of the program execution
is performed in the same way as in the RCCS. In order to perform
these actions the same tools can be used in SCCS as in RCCS.

The structure of the self-configurable computer system that im-
plements the proposed method of information processing is shown
in figure 2. The term "self-configurable" against the FPGA-based
computer system implies that here the computer system performs
by itself all the steps of information processing after the program
initialization, ranging from the load balancing between the computer
and RCE up to obtaining the executable file of RCE, as well as the
RCE configuring.

VI. SCCS Benefits

• Ensured effective use of reconfigurable logic to perform arbi-
trary tasks - loading of executable files and configuration files

into the computer main memory and into RCE is, respectively,
performed by the operating system after program initialization.

• Shortened information processing time - all the actions, start-
ing from the load balancing and till obtaining the executable
file and the configuration files, are executed automatically at
the stage of program compiling without user’s intrusion.

• Reduced information processing complexity - requirements
to the user experience are simply reduced to knowing the high
level programming language.

• Simplified programming - the user utilizes the ANSI C lan-
guage that requires no additional constructions (parallel opera-
tors, directives etc.) and works with SCCS in the same manner
as with the conventional personal computer.

VII. Background of SCCS

SCCS creation is the result of years of engineering and research
work of the authors in the field of application-specific processors
development, their ASIC-and FPGA-implementation, and creation of
the methods and means for their high-level design. The background
of SCCS is built on the:
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Figure 2: The structure of the self-configurable computer system.

1. ESL Design Tools and Solutions (developed in cooperation with
Intron ltd (http://intron-innovations.com)):

• Chameleon - System-Level Design Solution intended for
the ASIC design automatic generation from the algorithm
described in the ANSI C language. The developer, specify-
ing an algorithm of the data processing on ANSI C, gets
on return fully debugged and synthesizable VHDL RTL
model of the device that implements the described algo-
rithm. The architecture of the device is fully optimized
for the executed algorithm and maximally uses its ability
for paralleling. Obtained VHDL design may be further
implemented in FPGA by any FPGA design solution, e.g.
the Xilinx ISE Web-PACK.

• OSCAR - System-Level Design Solution intended for the
VHDL design automatic generation from the algorithmic
representation. The customer may select one of the follow-
ing options for synthesizing the algorithmic computing
device (ACD):

(a) a single-stage ACD;

(b) a multiple-stage ACD;

(c) a pipeline ACD;

(d) an ACD with the scalable layers/operators.

• IP Cores Generator -high-level software tools, which allow
IP Core with required characteristics to be obtained auto-
matically on the basis of the scalable IP modules’ sources.
Some of them are the tools for generating: 1) the Fast
Fourier Transformation IP Cores; 2) the Fast Cosine Trans-
formation IP Cores; 3) the Data Encryption Standard IP
Cores; 4) the Multiple-Block RAM Access Controller IP
Cores [13], [14].

Generator’s input consists of the scalable parameterizable
IP modules’ sources and user-defined IP Core parameters
from the given list. The generator output consists of the
IP Core source HDL files; the IP Core test bench with the
test patterns; text documentation etc.

2. Our new computer architecture.

3. Our new multiport computer memory with the parallel conflict-
free data access [15].

VIII. What We Have Done Within the Project

• The theoretical principles of the SCCS design and operation
have been developed, the characteristics of information process-
ing duration in SCCS have been investigated and the SCCS’s
fundamental advantages over the reconfigurable ones have been
proven.

• The method of information processing in SCCS for their single-
and multi-processor implementations has been developed.

• The principles of the SCCS structural organization and the con-
ceptual bases of their components design have been developed.

• The theoretical foundations of approaches to computational
load balancing system design in SCCS and the method of com-
putational load balancing between the general-purpose com-
puter and the reconfigurable environment have been investi-
gated. An instance of the computational load balancing system
with the use of the LLVM compiler has been created.

• The high-level design tools have been developed allowing the
application-specific processor VHDL IP-Cores to be generated
on the basis of the ANSI C descriptions of their algorithms of
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operation that are the advanced products for the system-level
design.

IX. Current and Future SCCS Development

In our belief, SCCS represents definitely an emerging direction in
developing the heterogeneous computer systems particularly and
in the high-performance computing in general, and there is a need
in further works in developing the SCCS theoretical basis, software
and hardware design and implementation, testing, optimization etc.
Some ongoing works on the SCCS creation are as follows:

• Development of the SCCS operating system. The goal of this
work is to develop the theoretical background and the appro-
priate system software means for the SCCS operation during
program compilation, loading for execution, and execution.

• Load balancing in the SCCS. The goal of this work is to de-
velop the theoretical background and the appropriate software
tools for balancing the computational algorithms specified by
the input program between the general-purpose programmable
processor and reconfigurable environment that fully explore
the spatial and the temporal properties of the algorithm.

• Automatic mapping of the soft-cores synthesized by the
HLL2HDL tools into the target FPGA architecture (the HLL
- high-level programming language). The goal of this work
is to develop the theoretical background and the appropriate
software means for adaptation of the structure of the soft-cores
synthesized by the HLL2HDL tools to that of the target FPGAs,
as well as to integrate these tools with other software SCCS
components.

• SCCS based on the partially reconfigurable FPGAs. The goal
of this work is to improve the SCCS efficiency by developing
the methods of the parallel execution of multiple computing
tasks in their reconfigurable environment, to implement and
investigate the self-configurable FPGA-based computer systems
based on the partial dynamic reconfigurable FPGAs.

X. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described an emerging type of the heteroge-
neous computer systems, namely, the self-configurable FPGA-based
computer systems.

The method of information processing in SCCS has been presented
and the rules of application of the computer software and hardware
tools necessary for its implementation have been described.

SCCS benefits are as follows: 1) an ensured effective use of the
reconfigurable logic to perform arbitrary tasks; 2) a shortened in-
formation processing time; 3) a reduced information processing
complexity; and 4) a simplified programming.

We have highlighted the background of SCCS, which is built
on: 1) our ESL Design Tools and Solutions; 2) our new computer
architecture; and 3) our new multiport computer memory with the
parallel conflict-free data access.

Finally, we have shown some ongoing works on the SCCS creation,
targeted on the development of the SCCS theoretical basis and their
software and hardware components design and implementation.
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